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EnaSys Return on Investment
Capture

•

Track

•

Manage

Financial
Inventories are 90% quicker 					

Healthy payback just on speed alone

2.2x more assets found						

Match orphaned and missing items

Missing assets reduced to 1%					

Reduced shrinkage saves cost of replacement

Operational
Less inventory exceptions to sort 					

Real time recognition of missing assets

Increased regulatory compliance					

Reports generated to meet requirements

Enhanced asset visibility						

EZ read accurate listing

More time for creating value						

Less searching

Increased Inventory Counts,
Increased Return
Return on Investment
Number of Inventories Per Year
4 times
Payback
1 Year
*Assumes 14k assets. For 3k assets 1yr ROI if 1taken 12 times

Plus:
more assets found
fewer missing assets
decreased shrinkage
increased compliance and visibility
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Case Study
The most recent EnaSys installation shows it once again to be the future of all asset tracking. The two-day
project, completed earlier this month at NASA Johnson in Houston, TX, set up the framework and features
of a NASA-tailored EnaSys program, including eight new handheld RFID readers.
Perfect for costly or sensitive assets: The National Aeronautics and Space Administration houses some of
the most costly scientific and technical equipment in the world.
Unlimited assets: NASA is beginning to enroll and track over 35,000 assets at this facility. Using RFID, this
process is proven to be five times faster and more accurate than manual inventory.
Easy upgrades: On-site staff training is provided, and EnaSys allows for existing RFID, barcode, manual
input, and hybrid asset-tracking infrastructure.

NOT JUST FOR ROCKET SCIENTISTS:
EnaSys is designed specifically for companies seeking a solution that can track all kinds of high-value
assets. Track computers, servers, and other IT equipment quickly and accurately. Medical devices, test
equipment, tape media, physical files and records, and other items are now capable of being more efficiently
tracked via handheld reader that has utilizes tablet-size touchscreens and is completely mobile. EnaSys can
be tailored to individual inventory processes and has an array of other customization options.

